Due to the complex shield construction characteristics and the complex effects of geological environment, it is difficult to control the direction of shield tunneling and to determine the reasonable tunneling parameters such as tunneling speed and so on. During the tunneling, shield tunneling machine may rise, shift and snake advance, which are not conducive to control tunnel axis. Aiming at the problem that it is difficult to accurately predict and correct the axis attitude deviation in the shield tunneling process, a prediction of axis attitude deviation and deviation correction method based on data driven during shield tunneling was put forward in this paper. Under certain geological conditions, the relationship between the attitude deviation of the construction axis and tunneling parameters during shield tunneling process with different tunneling mileages is established. Based on the tunneling historical data, the XGBoost prediction model is constructed, and the axis deviation variation is predicted and analyzed with the shield construction parameters. The multi-ring deviation correction parameter calculation model based on the fusion of geometric model and association rules is designed to obtain the internal correlation of the deviation amount, the number of deviation correction rings and the deviation correction parameters of each ring under the maximum deviation of different deviation correction sections, so as to realize the accurate prediction and deviation correction of shield axis deviation in the complex construction process. Under the verification of 155 ring data in a certain subway construction section, the method proposed in this paper has higher prediction accuracy, which is important for improving the safety and quality of shield tunneling. Results from the measured shield construction ring data verify the reasonability of the proposed axis attitude deviation prediction and multi-ring deviation correction method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shield tunneling construction methods are widely used as a relatively efficient and convenient tunnel excavation method in subway tunnel construction processes. Due to the complex principle and mechanism of shield construction control, the interaction mechanism between shield propulsion systems and geological environment systems is difficult to obtain and utilize. So, the shield tunnel construction processes are The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Paul Yoo . large, complex dynamic systems, and their tunneling directions are difficult to control and reasonable tunneling speeds are difficult to determine [1] . In shield tunneling processes, shield tunneling machines may appear rising, deviation and snaking forward, which are not conducive to tunnel axis control and may cause sudden drop of shield tunneling machines, making the tunneling attitude control of shield tunneling machines difficult [2] .
In order to ensure the normal construction of shield tunneling, it is theoretically necessary to control the attitude of the shield axis to ensure that shield tunneling machines can drive VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ in strict accordance with the designed axis set by projects. However, in actual construction processes, the shield tunneling axis inevitably deviate from the design axis due to uneven load, quality change and disturbance impact on the tunneling surface. When deviation exceeds a certain range, it needs to be adjusted and controlled. The existing shield construction attitude control mainly relies on manual adjustment, which is prone to snake track, roof ridged surface and deviation. Therefore, it is particularly important to study a method for timely predicting the attitude deviation of shield machines, rectifying and adjusting the deviation to take control measures in advance. The effective control of tunneling attitude and construction parameters is an important part to ensure construction quality. Many scholars pointed out that the thrust and torque of jacks have important influence on the attitude quality control of shield tunneling. Xie et al [3] researched the tasks of steering and posture adjustment of the shield machines, which could be achieved by properly adjusting the distribution of thrust pressure in corresponding working zones. Ates et al. [4] and Zhang et al. [5] proposed the pretest method for the requirements of thrust and torque of different shield tunneling machines, which were very effective for shield attitude quality control. Yue et al. [6] put forward the thrust-hydraulic pressure control system required for tunneling at full length. However, these systems are based only on the tested relations, without precise theory and data analysis and calculation, which make it difficult to precisely control the complex terrain construction and the shield machines with the sharp curve segment.
In fact, in order to control shield construction attitude deviation, the precise shield tunneling parameters and geological data analysis affecting the shield tunneling construction axis attitude control quality, such as the precise analysis of cutting azimuth and hinged joint angle and so on, should be done according to the shield construction process and mechanism data analysis in the actual shield tunneling process [7] , [8] . For general subway shield tunnel construction, the above parameters are only set according to the experience of the drivers or the chief engineers, and the setting of tunneling and deviation correction parameters is blind. Based on the spatial direction quantity constituted by shield axis and design axis lines, Shao et al. [9] proposed a theoretical calculation method, which can calculate out the shield point, and was suitable for the tunnel construction. The simulation results were compared with the measured data to verify the validity of the theoretical method.
In recent years, some experts and scholars have also conducted research on trajectory correction. The possible shield attitudes and driving forces during excavation are scattered as a state set and an action set, respectively, Hu et al. [10] presented an approach that adopted Markov decision process (MDP) theory to plan the driving force with explicit representation of the uncertainty during excavation. In order to attain the shield tunneling accuracy requirement, Yue et al. [11] proposed double closed-loop control strategy to solve the nonlinear term caused by the uncertain load on the shield body and the hydraulic cylinder when rectifying deviation. To analyze the trajectory tracking control of TBM behavior, Liu et al. [12] built the acceleration equation, moment of momentum equation, kinematics equation and orientation equation of TBM to realize the pose adjustment, established the open TBM horizontal direction deviation correction and adjustment dynamic model. To control the pose and trajectory of a shield tunneling machine (STM) in complicated stratums, thrust cylinders as an important object of shield axis posture analysis, have been studied to realize the accurate control of the deviation correction trajectory [13] , [14] . However, these studies seldom consider data and other factors, resulting in low accuracy of attitude analysis and control.
Attitude correction of shield tunneling is more challenging than excavation ahead because it should regulate the attitude of shield machines and realize dynamic coordinated control of multi-cylinders in STM. After the load characteristics are analyzed in shield tunneling processes, the dynamics of the shield attitude are derived, by which the coupling effect of the equivalent loads and actuators can be described. To eliminate the complexities of the control system, Yue et al. [6] proposed a double closed-loop controller structure that can deal with the coupling problems and nonlinear behaviors of the cylinders in outer and inner loops independently. With the development of measurement techniques, large amounts of operation data are obtained during tunnel excavation. Some shield mechanism research provides important support for data driven research [2] , [18] - [21] . Based on these mechanism methods and models, Sun et al. [22] mined these heterogeneous in-situ data, including geological data and operation data, which is expected to improve the prediction accuracy and to realize dynamic predictions of the load. Mahdevari et al. [23] introduced a new and robust SVR model to estimate the potential non-linear relationship between the parameters affecting penetration rates of TBM.
Zhang et al. [24] used a K-means++ algorithm to find potential rock mass types in the TBM operational data, by comparing three kinds of classifiers. A support vector classifier (SVC) with an average precision of 98.6% was selected as the best geological condition prediction model, and in addition, the cutterhead torque and thrust were found to better reflect the change of rock mass types compared with the advance rate and cutterhead speed. Gao et al. [25] used three kinds of recurrent neural networks (RNNs), including traditional RNNs, long-short term memory (LSTM) networks and gated recurrent unit (GRU) networks, to deal with the real-time prediction of TBM operating parameters based on TBM in-situ operating data. A precise prediction of machine's performance is a crucial issue, as it has considerable effects on excavation planning, project's cost estimation, machine specification selection as well as safety of the project. And Faradonbeh at al. [26] present two new performance prediction models for road headers using genetic programming (GP) and gene expression programming (GEP).
In recent years, the use of artificial neural network pattern recognition and memory ability to capture shield construction data set of implicit correlation has become the mainstream of researches. Bouayad and Emeriault [27] proposed a method combining principal component analysis (PCA) with adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to model the nonlinear relationship between ground subsidence caused by soil pressure balance TBM and construction parameters and geological parameters. Wang et al. [28] screened the main influencing parameters of land subsidence through threedimensional numerical modeling, and then built a real-time prediction model of land subsidence by using aSVM (Support Vector Machines, SVM). Mahdevari et al. [29] used SVM to build the land subsidence prediction model, and used square error (R 2 ) and mean square error (MSE) to evaluate the prediction model.
In summary, the data-driven algorithm has been widely used in the prediction of construction safety, quality and performance. The geological parameters and tunneling parameters are selected, and shield tunneling prediction models with high accuracy, such as the ground subsidence prediction model, are constructed. But in the shield tunneling process, although many historical construction parameter data and shield attitude deviation data measured by the VMT laser guidance system are accumulated, due to the complicated geological conditions, linear variable, it is not enough to make full use of the data. The accumulation of historical data creates conditions for data-driven analysis of attitude deviation of shield axis, and the combination of mechanism knowledge can provide more support for guiding shield attitude.
Therefore, a data driven axis attitude deviation prediction and multiple construction ring axis correction method of shield tunneling processes is proposed in this paper. The innovation points of the method are analyzed. The relationship between the attitude deviation of the construction axis of shield tunneling with different mileage and construction parameters is researched and established under certain geological conditions. The centrifugal and centripetal trends of the construction sections of shield tunneling processes are analyzed. Aiming at the maximum deviation point, a multiconstruction ring deviation correction model is designed. The XGBoost prediction model is constructed, and the axis attitude deviation variation is predicted and analyzed with the shield construction parameters. The multi-ring deviation correction parameter calculation model based on the fusion of geometric model and association rules is designed to obtain the internal correlation of the deviation amount, the number of deviation correction rings and the deviation correction parameters of each ring under the maximum deviation of different deviation correction sections. Thus, the accurate prediction and correction of the attitude deviation of shield tunneling axis under certain geological conditions are realized.
The organizational structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem description of the shield tunneling attitude deviation during construction processes. Section 3 introduces the method of shield axis attitude prediction and deviation correction, including the construction of the analysis model of key influencing factors of shield axis attitude deviation based on recursive feature elimination and random forest, and the axis attitude deviation prediction model based on improved XGBoost. Based on the fusion of geometric model and association rule, the multi-ring attitude deviation model of shield construction axis is constructed. Section 4 takes a shield tunneling project as an example to fully verify the method proposed in this paper. Section 5 summarizes the paper.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In the process of quality and risk control of subway shield construction projects, there are many business scenarios that need to be solved through data analysis. The attitude prediction and deviation correction of shield tunneling processes through the analysis of shield construction parameters are important among them, as shown in FIGURE 1.
The axis attitude deviation prediction and deviation correction process of shield tunneling are described as follows:
1) Key influencing factor extraction. The attitude deviation types of shield tunneling machines contain horizontal attitude deviation of shield head (SH-HAD), vertical attitude deviation of shield head (SH-VAD), horizontal attitude deviation of shield tail (ST-HAD), and vertical attitude deviation of shield tail (ST-VAD). The key influencing factors contain tunneling parameters, state parameters of shield machines and so on. Based on the random forest, the factors affecting the attitude deviation of shield tunneling axis are analyzed. By selecting and extracting the construction parameters in the tunneling state, the set of key influencing factors of the different attitude deviation of shield tunneling axis can be obtained. The irrelevant features and redundant features are eliminated to realize the dimensionality reduction of data, and the screening and feature extraction results are input into the attitude deviation prediction model of shield tunneling axis.
2) Shield tunneling axis attitude deviation prediction. Based on the results of screening and extraction of influencing factors, the attitude deviation prediction model of the shield construction axis is constructed under the corresponding tunneling construction state. The key influence factor set of the shield construction axis attitude deviation is used as the input of the shield construction axis attitude deviation prediction model. Therefore, the attitude deviation prediction of the shield construction axis with different rings and different mileage is realized.
3) Multiple construction ring deviation correction. Based on the fusion of geometric model and correlation analysis model, the design of multi-ring deviation correction method under large deviation value is carried out, and the mileage, ring number and the corresponding construction parameter relation under different deviation value are obtained.
Through the above analysis, it can be known that the attitude deviation prediction of shield tunneling axis needs to consider these relations to be solved, which are the relations among the number of construction rings, mileage and the key influencing factors of attitude deviation of shield tunneling axis and the attitude deviation of shield tunneling axis. Therefore, the mathematical expression for solving the coupling relationship among the three factors is designed:
where, d sh represents the horizontal deviation of the attitude of the shield head. S n,dsh represents the deviation of response attitude at different rings, and n represents different construction ring number. X (dsh) represents the set of key influencing factors for the horizontal deviation of the attitude of the shield head, including geological data, tunneling parameter data, shield machine state parameter data and so on. f dsh represents the mapping relationship between the key influencing factor X (dsh) of shield tunneling axis attitude deviation and the attitude deviation S n,dsh of shield tunneling axis.
The prediction model expressions of the vertical deviation of the shield head attitude, the horizontal deviation of the shield tail attitude and the vertical deviation of the shield tail attitude are similar.
Based on the prediction of the deviation value corresponding to the deviation point position, the relationship between the actual shield attitude and the design axis is obtained under different construction parameters. By predicting the attitude deviation of actual shield tunneling, the trend of the shield is analyzed to get better or worse, and it can effectively guide the construction of shield tunneling. At the same time, the multiring deviation correction design is carried out for the deviation point position that needs to be corrected, making the shield attitude close to the design axis.
III. THE KEY INFLUENCING FACTOR ANALYSIS ABOUT SHIELD TUNNELING AXIS ATTITUDE DEVIATION BASED ON RECURSIVE FEATURE ELIMINATION AND RANDOM FOREST
Due to the large volume, various types, redundant data and low quality of shield construction data, effective feature extraction is required to screen out the key influencing factors. Random forest algorithm has the ability of analyzing the characteristic of the complex classification. Aiming at missing value noise and low robustness data, it has faster learning speed, and variable importance measure can be used as a feature selection tool for high-dimensional data. In recent years, it has been widely applied in all kinds of classification and prediction, feature selection and anomaly detection problem [30] . For regression problem, random forest can select feature subset according to mean model fitting error [31] . Since random forest has good feature extraction ability and high precision, this paper adopts random forest to select and extract the key influencing factors of the shield tunneling axis attitude deviation combined recursive feature elimination, the specific process is shown in FIGURE 2. The specific steps are shown as follows:
Step 1: data preprocessing including missing values, outliers, standardization and discretization
In order to improve data quality, a combination of various methods is adopted for data preprocessing to meet the requirements of missing values, outliers, standardization and discretization of the following methods. Taking the attitude deviation of shield construction axis as the target variable, the possible tunneling parameters are screened out, including soil cabin pressure, screw machine speed, screw machine torque, screw machine pressure, jack thrust, jack speed, jack stroke, cutter head speed, cutter head torque, advance speed, grouting pressure and grouting quantity. For these parameter data, the regression method is adopted for missing value processing, the box graph method is adopted for outliers processing, and the z-score method is adopted for deviation standardization processing. Meanwhile, in order to conduct correlation analysis, the data also needs to be discretized. In this paper, the equal-width method is mainly adopted for data discretization processing.
Step 2: random forest regression tree construction Under the corresponding geological conditions, the tunneling parameter set is taken as the sampling sample set, and the data in it is randomly sampled with replacement. Given N segments of training data, M segments of data samples (M ≤ N ) are selected each time, k times are randomly selected, and k regression trees are constructed. The (N-M) pieces of data that are not extracted each time become outof-Bag test data and serve as test sample set. Each time f features (f ≤ F) are randomly selected, F is the total number of features. Each regression tree is fully grown without any pruning and is terminated by setting the number of regression trees.
Step 3: important degree calculation sorting To calculate the generalization error of the random forest regression model, MSE is shown in equation (2):
where, y i is the real value of the test set, y * i is predicted values which are obtained by random forests. The mean square error is calculated to increase the percentage to measure feature importance.
The calculation steps are shown as follows: a) Establish k regression trees for k training sample sets and predict on the corresponding test sets to obtain k mean square errors: {M 1 , M 2 ,..., M k }. b) Feature X i is randomly replaced in k test sets to form a new test set, and the established random forest model is used to calculate on the new test set to obtain a new mean square error, which is composed of the following matrix (3):
c) Calculate importance score of features, subtract {M 1 , d) Recursive elimination processing Based on the training set data of initial variables, the importance of variables is calculated and sorted by random forest. Then the least important variables are deleted each time by recursive elimination processing, and the classification accuracy of random forest is retested with the remaining variables. In this way, the accuracy of each classification is calculated successively until all characteristic variable sequences are searched. Finally, the importance order and random forest of all variables are obtained, and the classification accuracy of different variables is obtained. e) Merge with empirical knowledge and carry out correlation analysis to eliminate redundant features.
Through literature search and expert investigation, the experience and knowledge of the influencing factors of shield tunneling axis attitude deviation can be obtained. By taking empirical knowledge and the above significance score as the evaluation criteria of significance ranking, the union of the key influencing factors of shield tunneling axis attitude deviation is obtained. And the correlation between the empirical knowledge and the features screened by the algorithm is eliminated through correlation analysis, to effectively eliminate the overfitting of prediction results.
A. THE XGBOOST PREDICTION OF SHIELD TUNNELING AXIS ATTITUDE DEVIATION BASED ON GRID SEARCH IMPROVEMENT
Shield tunneling axis attitude deviation prediction is a typical regression problem. In order to ensure the regression speed and improve the regression accuracy, this paper adopts the XGBoost algorithm to build the attitude deviation prediction model. The XGBoost algorithm [32] is a well-designed gradient enhanced decision tree (GBDT) algorithm. Its efficient computing speed can be well applied in the engineering field, and it can improve prediction accuracy with a certain speed.
Shield tunneling parameters contain the information of tunneling geological type, the interaction between shield tunneling parameters and construction quality. They are the external representation of certain geological conditions and construction quality. Traditional empirical knowledge [33] believes that tunneling parameters such as total thrust of shield tunneling machines, torque of cutter head, rotation speed of cutter head, propulsion speed and rotation speed of screw machine can reflect changes of strata and construction quality of shield tunneling machines. Therefore, this paper takes the above main tunneling parameters reflecting the change of shield axis attitude deviation as the feature vector, the attitude deviation of the shield tunneling axis as the output value, and the XGBoost algorithm is adopted to train the prediction model of shield tunneling axis attitude deviation.
The XGBoost algorithm estimates the target variables by building a set of decision trees and assigning a quantized weight to each leaf node. The prediction function is defined as follows:
where, is the space of regression trees. q represents the structure of each tree that has T leaves. Each f K corresponds to an independent tree structure q and leaf weights w. To learn the set of functions in the model, XGBoost minimizes the following regularized objective:
where, l is the loss function and ψ is the regularized term. The process of shield tunneling axis attitude deviation curve prediction based on improved XGBoost is shown in FIGURE 3 . The prediction steps are shown as follows: Step 1: build the XGBoost model. a) Prepare training data (input and output data). The input vector is the set of key influencing factors for the attitude deviation of the shield tunneling axis under different strata, and the output vector is the attitude deviation of shield head and tail axis. b) Initial values are assigned to the maximum depth of the tree max_depth, the regularization weight γ and the number of trees, that is the number of iterations n_estimators. c) Grid search and cross validation are used. Each parameter is taken and the model is evaluated by the five -fold cross validation. The training set error is used as the evaluation index to calculate the average precision, select the updated target function cracking node, input feature and regularization weight, and then find out the optimal parameter setting.
d) The mean square error between the actual output and the target value is calculated. If the error meets the requirement, the model training is finished. Otherwise, go to the next step. e) Repeat the above steps until the error meets the requirements to stop the model training.
f) The test data set is substituted into the above model to obtain the test output, and the mean square error between the actual output and the target value is calculated. If the error meets the requirement, output. Otherwise, enter and return to adjust the training model until the test error meets the requirement.
Thus, the attitude deviation prediction model of shield construction axis based on XGBoost is built.
Step 2: determine maximum deviation point position.
The maximum horizontal offset, maximum vertical offset, and maximum mileage to be predicted in this paper are all target variables and are not included in the original data, so defining and generating target variables is a necessary step for building the model. Take the maximum horizontal offset as an example. The other two variables are similar.
Shield tunneling machines always start from the current point, or moves away from the design axis to the maximum offset point, or has passed the maximum deviation point on the way back to the design axis. Therefore, the data can be marked as different ''S'' segments, each segment containing the actual tunneling route and regression axis points of the shield machine, as shown in FIGURE 4.
In the half ''S'' section, the state of shield tunneling machines can be further divided into two types. One is that the current point is far away from the design axis, and in the process of going to the maximum deviation point, it is considered a centrifugal segment away from the designed axis. The other one is that the maximum deviation has been passed, which is regarded as the centripetal segment close to the design axis. In the data processing stage, these two states are marked. The axis rectifying later is aimed at the part of the centripetal segment close to the design axis. Based on the maximum deviation point to be rectified, the shield tunneling axis attitude correction model can be built.
B. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MULTI-RING ATTITUDE DEVIATION CORRECTION MODEL OF SHIELD TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION AXIS BASED ON THE INTEGRATION BETWEEN GEOMETRIC MODEL AND ASSOCIATION RULES
The shield tunnel construction axis attitude deviation correction process based on the integration between geometric model and association rules is shown in FIGURE 5 .
Firstly, association rules are constructed. The number of deviation correction rings, mileage, amount of deviation correction for each regression interval (deviation correction interval) and construction parameters corresponding to each deviation correction ring are screened through regression data in historical data, so that training data set and test data set are constructed. On this basis, the association rule model of construction parameters and deviation is established, and its training precision and test precision are calculated. If the precision meets the requirements, the deviation correction amount for each ring and the association rules of construction parameters for each ring can be generated.
Secondly, application of association rules, the introduction of new maximum deviation point data, through rectifying the geometry curve model to calculate the number of rectifying ring, rectifying the curvilinear coordinates, using discrete ring number/mileage for rectifying curve, be able to get every VOLUME 7, 2019 link in the process of rectifying deviation, through establishing association rules before filtered according to the deviation value in the range, thus the rectifying section of the rectifying ring number, rectifying mileage, each ring correction quantity and each ring construction parameters can be obtained. The specific process is shown as follows:
1) Correction samples are constructed based on the historical data processed by correlation.
By calculating the deviation value of each ring in the historical deviation data of each type of shield, each type deviation value of each shield ring is obtained.
(1) Each deviation correction section is composed of many rings, with the ring number as the index unit to index all the data with the same ring number. The deviation value of the first data of each ring is subtracted from the deviation value of the last data of the ring, and the difference value is the deviation value of the single ring. This operation is performed for each ring of each regression segment, and all deviation rectifications of single ring are calculated.
(2) The normal distribution of rectifying value of single ring is analyzed. Through the statistical analysis of the shield axis attitude deviation, excluding the data outside the scope of [−(µ + 2σ ), (µ + 2σ )], the deviation rectifying tunneling data corresponding to the axis attitude deviation of shield tunneling and the new historical deviation rectifying data for each ring are obtained. µ is the mean value of shield tunneling axis attitude deviation correction for each ring. σ is the standard deviation of each type shield axis attitude deviation correction for each ring.
2) Association rules of shield attitude deviation correction data and tunneling parameter data based on Apriori are constructed.
Step 1: discretization of sample data. Because correlation analysis needs to be carried out, the potential correlation relationship between deviation quantity and tunneling parameter value should be mined. For this, the sample data must be discretized. By using the equal-width method and taking S as the step length, the new historical deviation data of shield axis deviation are discretized with equal-width. Get the historical deviation correction data interval, 0 < S, which includes the deviation correction interval of tunneling data interval and the deviation correction value interval of each ring. Specific labels are adopted in each interval, and the values falling in this interval are replaced by such labels, to obtain the historical deviation correction data of discretization.
Step 2: calculate the deviation correction data interval associated with each ring deviation correction interval of shield axis attitude.
(1) The range of correction value of shield axis attitude deviation is taken as label data. Using Apriori algorithm, the association rules of the interval of shield axis attitude deviation correction value and historical tunneling data interval of shield axis deviation are mined.
(2) Using Apriori algorithm, the association rules of single ring deviation correction and shield tunneling parameters are mined, taking single ring deviation correction as the target problem. Filter out the rules that the confidence degree does not meet the requirements, and take the union of multiple rules with the same range of deviation correction of a single ring. The correlation interval of shield tunneling parameters corresponding to the single ring deviation correction is obtained. In association rules with confidence greater than or equal to 0.5, the association rules with the same correction interval for each ring of shield axis deviation are merged as union set. The deviation correction data interval associated with the deviation correction interval of each ring of shield axis is obtained.
3) The number of rings needed for rectifying deviation and the value of each ring needed for rectifying deviation d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d i , . . . , d n are calculated. The method of inverse circular geometry is used. The length of the segment is g, the wedge amount of the segment is d, the current deviation amount is h, and the actual deviation correction mileage is L. In the geometric relation of the reverse circle in FIGURE 6 , Q is the tangential point of the two reverse circles. Circle 1 is denoted by D 1 Q, with center O 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) and radius R. Circle 2, denoted by QD 2 , has a center of point O 2 (L, R), radius R, and a length of OD 2 of L. Calculate the radius R and two center coordinates of inverse circle O 2 (L, R) and O 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), and establish deviation correction curve equation by R:
where,
. FIGURE 6. Construction principle of geometric rectifying curve.
In the rectangular coordinate system of the plane where the inverse circle is located, the rectifying curve is drawn by using the rectifying curve equation. In addition, the x axis is divided into n segments through equal width processing by taking the length of the piece g as the unit. The dividing results are shown in FIGURE 7.
So n points can be got:
where, n is integer, x i is the i-th point, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and i is integer. 3) Put the coordinate value of x i into the rectifying curve equation, and calculate the y-coordinate y i corresponding to x i on the rectifying curve. And calculate the deviation correction value d i required by the first ring of the shield tunneling machine through y i , and get n deviation correction values: .. a n , a n + S m , a n + 2S m , . . . , a n + jS m , . . . , a n + (m−1)S
, equal step length: S m , where, a i is the left endpoint of the deviation correction data interval associated with the deviation correction interval containing the required deviation correction quantity d i of the i-th ring. m ≥ 10 and is integers, 0 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 and j is integer, and a i + jS m is the j-th deviation correction driving data of the i-th ring.
(2) Put the j rectifying tunneling data a i + jS m into the axis deviation parameter regression model based on XGBoost in Equation (5) . The deviation d ij of the j-th rectifying driving data of the i-th ring is calculated, and n × m deviations are obtained:  d 12 , . . . , d 1j , . . . , d 1m  d 21 , d 22 , . . . , d 2j , . . . , d (3) Calculate the absolute error Error ij of deviation d ij of the deviation d i of the i-th ring and the j-th rectifying driving data of the i-th ring:
by this, the absolute error of n×m quantity is obtained, which is shown at the bottom of this page. (4) A set of deviation rectifying tunneling data corresponding to the minimum error Error min in the Error ij of the i-th ring is taken as the recommended value of the deviation rectifying tunneling parameters of the final i-th ring. The recommended values of n sets of rectifying tunneling parameters corresponding to n rings are obtained. According to the recommended value of the rectifying tunneling parameters of each ring, the shield machine is set up to realize the axis attitude rectifying in shield tunneling processes.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
The data set used for example analysis is from Ningbo Gym to Minglou section project in Ningbo metro line 3, including data of tunneling parameters, geological type and axis deviation monitoring data of shield tunneling. The geology of this project is soft soil layer. The analysis of axis attitude deviation in this example is all aimed at soft soil layer. Data related to tunneling parameters of shield tunneling comes from real-time working condition and state data collection of each system of shield tunneling machines, geological type data from geological exploration report, and attitude deviation monitoring data of shield tunneling axis comes from guidance system data collection. There is a total of 21,783 data samples of 155 rings in the example, because multiple data are collected in each ring of the tunnel in minutes. After removing the segment assembly state, there are 4,398 tunneling data left, among which 60 columns are tunneling related data features and 6 columns are tunneling axis attitude deviation related data features, with a total of 76 attributes. Taking different attitude deviations as the target variable, the key influencing factors are selected from 60 tunneling parameters to obtain the influencing factors and their scores under different attitude deviations, as shown in table 1.The data samples are divided into training and verification samples in a ratio of 4:1. Table 2 is the influencing factors of attitude deviation, among which tunneling parameters are the key influencing factors of shield attitude deviation. There are 3,518 training data and 878 verification data. Among them, the training set is used to train the attitude deviation prediction model of shield tunneling axis, and the verification data is used to verify the effect of the method proposed in this paper. Modeling built in this paper was done on Windows 7 (64bit), Spyder (3.3.1) with Anaconda3 (64bit), Python (3.5.1), NumPy (1.13.1), pandas (0.18.1), TensorFlow (1.2.1) and scikit-learn (0.19.2). The specific calculation process is shown as follows:
1) Influence factor analysis The effective influencing factors can be obtained by sorting according to score and eliminating recursively, as shown in table 1.
Finally, the influence factor set obtained by the algorithm is merged with the influence factor set obtained by the expert experience, and the influence factor that cannot be set is deleted. The example results show that the four influence factors with different attitude deviations have different importance scores, and the results obtained are:
(1) Influence factors of SH-HAD: management stroke (mm), actual stroke (mm), cutterhead torque (%), cutterhead torque (KN.M), copying tool stroke (mm), rotary angle (front cylinder) (deg), total thrust (KN), total oil pressure (Mpa), screw pressure (Mpa) and so on.
( Take SH-HAD as an example to illustrate the subsequent algorithm.
2) Correlation analysis After data pretreatment and dimension reduction, the Pearson correlation coefficient analysis method is used for data correlation processing. The correlation analysis results are shown in FIGURE 8 .
The 3) The attitude deviation prediction of shield tunneling axis XGBoost is used to construct attitude prediction models with different deviations, and the prediction results of XGBoost are compared with the prediction results of LinearRegression and KNeighborsRegressor to analyze the prediction performance and accuracy. During the training process of XGBoost model, the training parameters and analysis process are set as follows.
Set the number of iterations n_estimators = 1500. Here, the parameter optimization method combining the cross validation with grid search is adopted to optimize the number of iterations. Under the setting of the current iteration times, the training model is finally calculated by the five-fold cross validation. Then change the setting of the current iteration number and proceed with the half-fold cross-validation until the set parameter setting to be tested is completed. In this scenario, the number of iterations is mainly 200,300,500,750,1000 and 1500. Finally, when the iteration parameter is 1500 without overfitting, the accuracy is the best, so the number of iterations is set to 1500. The predicted results of SH-HAD based the XGBoost are shown in FIGURE 9.
Taking the incision level deviation as an example, when n_estimators are equal to different values, the training accuracy of the model is shown in table 2. From the analysis results, when n_estimators is equal to 1500, the accuracy is the best.
XGBoost, LinearRegression and KNeighborsRegressor are used to model attitude deviation respectively based on the training set. The test set is used to test all the models, and the relative error mean of each model test is shown in table 3. It can be obtained that the prediction model constructed by XGBoost has the best verification accuracy.
4) The results of multi-ring deviation correction Through normal distribution analysis, it can be found that the centripetal section data set of historical data and the deviation correction amount of each ring are generally within the interval of [−13, 13] . In the deviation interval [−5, 5], the deviation correction operation accounts for the largest proportion, which is consistent with the principle of ''frequent correction, less correction and moderate correction'' of shield. Taking deviation correction per ring as the target problem, Apriori algorithm is adopted to realize correlation analysis for the obtained discrete data, and min_support is set to 0.05 and min_threshold to 0.1 to obtain many rules. However, the obtained rules are not all useful, so they need to be screened. After weighing the support, confidence and lifting degree, the deviation correction amount of each ring and the construction parameters most relevant to it are obtained, to provide reference for the deviation correction of shield constructors.
Taking the horizontal deviation of the incision as an example, the range of the deviation correction amount for each ring can be obtained through the number of deviation correction rings and according to the equal-width discretization. The range of the construction parameters corresponding to the deviation correction amount for each ring at different intervals can be obtained through the established association rules, and the corresponding range of the construction parameters can be selected. The deviation correction amount of each ring can be adjusted according to the actual number of deviation correction rings, so that the corresponding construction parameter range can be found through the association rules obtained according to the specific range of deviation correction amount of each ring. Due to the limitation of the length of the paper, partial results of rectifying tunneling parameters corresponding to different amounts of rectifying deviation for each ring are shown in the FIGURE 10.
An example is given to illustrate the selection of multi -ring deviation correction parameters. When the horizontal deviation of the incision is 50, and 10 rings shall be rectified through geometric model calculation, and each ring shall be rectified by 5mm, falling into the setting range of deviation correction parameters with variation of deviation [2.0, 7.0]. Then, the parameter recommendation with variation of deviation [2, 7] can be obtained through association rules, the spe- 
V. CONCLUSION
In shield tunneling processes, a large amount of PLC data, geological data and Internet of things data have been accumulated, reflecting the state of the quality of the construction axis. However, these data have not been well used, resulting in a large amount of data waste. In view of the fact that many empirical formulas of current data cannot effectively utilize the construction parameter data and guidance system data of shield tunneling machines, it is difficult to accurately and flexibly predict the construction attitude deviation and correct shield tunneling axis attitude deviation, this paper designs a data-driven method for axis attitude deviation prediction and multi-ring deviation correction of shield tunneling. Specific contributions are as follows:
1) Based on the XGBoost prediction model, and the axis attitude deviation variation is predicted and analyzed according to the shield construction parameters. The variation rules of construction parameters are clarified when the deviation changes, and the prediction accuracy of each deviation type is greater than 90%.
2) Through the multi-ring deviation correction parameter prediction model based on the fusion of geometric model and association rule, the internal correlation relationship between the deviation amount and tunneling parameters under different large deviations can be obtained. In this way, the adaptive axis deviation of shield tunneling can be accurately predicted and corrected in the complex construction process, and the construction parameters in the multi-ring deviation correction process with different deviations can be recommended, which effectively assists the improvement of shield tunneling axis quality.
Although the method in this paper has made some achievements, it still needs to further study the following issues:
1) Judge and remind the trend of centrifugal and centripetal construction axes.
2) Before entering different curve sections (flat curve/ vertical curve), the axis trend will be accurately predicted according to the type of plane curve and vertical curve, and remind the shield tunneling construction to match/fit the curve in advance.
3) Forecast the deviation correction threshold to ensure the shield tail clearance and realize the slow deviation correction. 4) Further research on practical application and effect improvement.
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